TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
that she was aiming for a divorce from her husband and greedy
to establish him in the wrong and herself as more sinned against"
than sinning.   This innocent little English girl suddenly to be
introduced into the very heart of the home might, with a little
manipulation, solve her problem.   For Eugen was susceptible.
That I ever escaped to safety with my reputation still as white as die
maiden's nightgown in "The Sod's Awakening**, was due partly to
luck, partly to the fact that I was too suddenly scared (her motive ought
to have appeared more gradually), and mostly to a kindly, ironic
warning from her husband's ne'er-do-well brother to clear out
at once and learn some more about life before I paid visits to strangers
in a strange town in' a strange country. I was terribly thanJcful
to get back to Switzerland and to Father's protective care; and
very soon afterwards, probably because I was not looking in the
direction of romance, it revealed itself in true Blue Bird style as
having been present all the time. Only how could I possibly have
recognized it, dashing up and down the river in a cigar-shaped
motor-boat, never going far so that it could the sooner return and
pass me again and again ? At last, rendered desperate by lack of
progress and personal encounter, romance had accosted me as I
was crossing Maidenhead Bridge ...
It was all perfectly authentic. His name was Leslie; he was
thirty-one. He owned a motor-car and a motor-boat, and in
1907 this was splendour indeed! He had fallen in love at first
sight; had been watching me all through that apparently empty
summer. But I.was always so closely guarded, and he could, so
to speak, make no headway except by upsetting Father's spirit-
lamp with the wash of his boat every day at tea-time.
Looking back at it all from a mature age, his. technique appears
to me a little faulty. Even if the backwater where I went alone
in the mornings was too shallow for his motor-boat to penetrate,
surdy lie could have abandoned it for an hour or two and hired a
pant and shot into those green, gold-filtered shades like a young
god in white flannels, using only one hand for his punt-pole, a
hamper from Skindle*s hgjf concealed by the cushions!
Stall, I was not likely at eighteen to be critical of romance, now that
at last it liad come. My soul sang and my heart bled as I realized
how I had rebuffed him, and read in my sister's letter how he had
been overcome by despair, yet not too overcome to go on watch-
ing and noticing there was one house at which I often visited;
and in the fulness of rime he had manoeuvred an introduction to
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